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CHAPTER 1
Project Intro

The idea of Time for Tea

dialogue (including dialogue with policy-makers) with an emphasis on those
who usually have difficulty in finding a voice as well as invests in international
quality youth work. Impact on young people involved in the wider project
includes development of key skills and competences for employability, including
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communication, teamwork and organisation. The project also inspires teachers and
youth workers, and contributes to their continuing professional development, by
introducing them to non-formal methodologies which liberate their thinking and
demonstrate the practical and educational importance of genuine youth empowerment.

FROM 1963… THE INSPIRATION – (13.000 km for PEACE)
In 1963 a young man called Satish Kumar walked from India to the four “nuclear
capitals” of the world at that time: Moscow, Paris, London and Washington DC,
to deliver a MESSAGE OF PEACE to their leaders. Travelling with no money and
relying solely on the kindness of strangers, Mr Kumar was given 4 packets of tea
by a factory worker in Georgia with the request to deliver the tea along with his
message. The idea was that before deciding to press the nuclear button, those
powerful men might stop and think for a moment, as they drank a cup of tea.
Drinking a cup of tea shapes the idea to have a moment to stop a while, relax,
meditate, listen to and reflect before taking impulsive decisions, which might
harm people and destroy the world. “Time for Tea is time to act” he says “to
make the world a better place, to let go of your prejudices, to take care of each
other. Thank you for believing in young people.”
[S. Kumar]

TO 2019…. TIME FOR TEA PROJECT

Time for Tea is an educational programme for youth groups, which uses tea to give young
people a voice on issues that matter to them. It is simple, fun and accessible to people of
any age, background or ability, anywhere in the world. It involves a simple step-by-step
series of activities which can be led by teachers, youth workers or young people themselves.
Based on the ideas of the late Dr. James Martin’s book and movie “The meaning of the
21st Century”, Time for Tea derives from a recent Erasmus+ KA1 project which piloted the
Time for Tea methodology in 18 programme and neighbouring partner countries, involving
over 2000 young people, mostly with fewer opportunities.
Time for Tea has global potential. It makes a reality of “empowerment” and “participation”
of young people, showing how a simple cup of tea can generate social, technical and
educational innovation. The aim is to create a training and resource base to support this
global outreach, inspiring participation and empowering a generation of young people
through dialogue with policy makers at all levels.

T

ime for Tea is a cross-sectoral strategic partnership project of Erasmus+ (KA2)
which promotes global learning, creative thinking and social action by young people.
Thematically, it relates strongly to the UN Sustainable Development Goals and

Erasmus+ goals. The project encourages young people’s advocacy and intergenerational
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Who we are
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egional Volunteer Centre, Kielce, Poland

A

Founded in 2003 Joint provides non-formal education opportunities through international mobility
to youngsters aged 14 and 30. Its main activities are: YEs, training courses, Capacity Building in

Association became independent in 2005 with the aim to help people embrace the idea of

the field of Youth and ESC projects; local training courses for group leaders in YEs and EU project

volunteering and educate young people about alternative ways of spending spare time and helping

management trainings at national level; work-camps and international volunteering (both incoming

others. The Association connects civil society organisations with people. Their volunteers work for

and outgoing), also as an Italian member of the ICYE global network also as Italian member of

NGOs, cultural organisations, public administration, schools, festivals, charity actions, and help

global network ICYE. Our main project fields are youth empowerment, inclusion, intercultural

elderly and disabled people in their daily activities. Using non-formal education and ETS methods,

learning and European citizenship. The Association has created several well-known websites for

the Association has developed extensive experience in the youth sector at local level, and in

international mobility and Erasmus+ opportunities in Italy and the EU, with up to 100.000 unique

ESC and Erasmus+ projects at EU level. Their projects cover a variety of topics such as Sport,

visitors per month. Since 2017 the organization has received grants for Erasmus+ projects on

Leadership, Entrepreneurship, Civic Volunteering, Dance, Cultural Differences, Human Rights.

advocacy, structured-dialogue and youth activism (Global Youth Advocacy and Youth For Europe).

omentum World, London, UK

A
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ssociazione Joint, Milan, Italy

First founded in 1997 as a programme of the Foundation in Support of Local Democracy, the

M
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iderbost, Boscan & Rochin, Salamanca, Spain

Momentum World is a not for profit international education and training provider whose mission is

BB&R is an international consulting company with an outstanding track record in corporate social

to enhance the career prospects of young people. The organisation aims to inspire young people

responsibility in the field of youth. The company has carried out projects for different international

and develop their employability; to increase young people’s understanding of global issues; and

organisations (the European Union, EU-LAC Foundation, InterAmerican Development Bank, United

to promote intercultural understanding and inclusion. The main themes of its work are education,

Nation Development Programme, World Bank, International Organization for Migration), NGOs

employability, leadership, inclusion, global learning and intercultural understanding. Using non

and governmental agencies (Spain, Brazil, Norway, Canada, Bulgaria). Its aim is to add value

formal and formal eucation and international mobilities, Momentum World emphasises progressive

by incorporating tools and strategies that equip young people and youth workers with skills for

personal development through long term engagement with young people. Their International

successful integration into the labour market and active civic life. The company has implemented

Leadership programme focuses on enterprise, employability, social action and networking. They

several projects focusing on promoting political, labour, and social inclusion for disadvantaged

have extensive experience in partner building, youth exchanges, training courses for youth workers,

youth. BB&R has been recognised by the Chamber of Commerce of Peru in Spain with the “Award

policy dialogue and conferences.

for Best Business Initiative in Spain” (2015).
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CHAPTER 4

An introduction:

Tools for youth inclusion &
democratic participation

The Inclusion Guide

T

his inclusion guide is a selection of best practice case studies of inclusion and
youth participation projects from each partner, which will demonstrate a range of
different approaches and illustrate the principles and values which Time for Tea is

meant to promote.
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T

he EU Commission and the Council of Europe have pointed out that youth participation
in the public sphere is a critical issue in terms of engaging young people with
severe fewer opportunities, due to the rising of Euroscepticism and a lower sense of

belonging among young people.

The main purpose of this guide is to gather and disseminate some selected good practices

How can we foster active youth participation when young people are politically inactive

within the framework of non-formal education projects which deal with advocacy for young

and/or marginalised? How can we establish stronger links and cooperation among youth,

people with fewer opportunities (disabilities, special educational needs, social-economic

the EU Institutions and civil society organisations?

disadvantages) and/or underrepresented in their communities (gender issues, ethnic
minorities, migrant backgrounds).

These 3 inspiring case studies respond to these questions and offer innovative methods to
make social and political participation of young people a reality:

All the case studies here described give you some hints on how to shape a project based on

• EU Youth Dialogue

inclusive non-formal education methodologies. These best practices focus on how you can

• Youth For Europe

involve less advantaged young people through different types of educational tools and how

• CoMedY - Community Mediation for Youth

you can implement these tools to make participation a reality for all.
Grouped according to the topics and the methods used, each case study will also suggest
some concrete examples of activities on inclusion and youth participation, such as workshops
and training courses,

that can be easily replicated by anyone, included young people

themselves, anywhere in the world.

6
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4.1 PROJECT SAMPLE

EU Youth Dialogue

Project Sample: EU Youth Dialogue

Objectives

• Organising consultations, courses and socializing
events for ambassadors
• Forming Polish nationwide connections

Place of implementation

Poland
Polish Youth Organisations Council (leading)

Leading organisation
& partners

Youth Councils

Since 2012 - ongoing

Webpage

https://prom.info.pl/

Financing

Erasmus+ Programme
The project is an initiative led by the Polish Youth

The project overview

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

Non-Governmental Organisations
School Councils

Timeframe

• Increasing youth participation in public debate
Young people aged 15-35 with fewer opportunities
5000 people.
Methodologies

• Consultations
• Round table
• Teamwork
• Polls

Success factors

One of the most important success factors is dealing
with open-minded young people who are eager to
work, demonstrate high commitment in the project,

Councils, Non-Governmental Organisations and School

and do not have problems with reaching out for help.

• Organising consultations, courses and socializing
events for ambassadors
• Forming Polish nationwide connections
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The running cycle of the project reached already

Organisations Council in cooperation with Youth
Councils from Poland. The main objectives are:

T
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S

Challenges

Sometimes youngsters living far away from Warsaw
had problems with transport. Organisers were also
worried about the number of people taking part in
the events.

The project involves local authorities, experts working
in NGOs, teachers and bloggers who can share their
knowledge and experience of youth activities. The
project gives young people space to share their
opinions about the important issues going on in the
world and their country. Together they can discuss
21st century youth problems and create effective
solutions through a participatory process.
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Project Sample: EU Youth Dialogue
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4.1.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

The Round Table about
the Future
Type
Duration
Space

Training, Consultations, Open debates
3 hours
Indoor/Outdooor

Group Size

120 people

Objectives

• Discussing the future
• Skill sharing

A picture of the activity

• Interacting with decision makers and leaders
Materials

• Markers
• Flipcharts,
• Old cardboards boxes

Instructions step by step

1. Discussion within 11 European Youth Goals
2. Making banners from the old cartons
3. Round Table about the Future including the
developed topics
4. Press conference

A picture of the activity
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Project Sample: Youth for Europe
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4.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

Youth for Europe

During 6 Youth exchanges, topics analysed included
The project overview

media, environment, education and employment.
Uploaded on the online platform youthforeurope.

Place of implementation

Leading organisation
& partners

Timeframe
Webpage
Financing

Italy, Spain, Hungary, Germany, Romania, Belgium,

eu,

the UK

to EU policymakers and institutions to get their

Associazione Joint – Italy (leading)

support through a series of talks and live stream

Brujula Intercultural - Spain

conferences with Members of the EU Parliament

Vilagjaro Onkentes - Hungary

during the pandemic. The idea was thus to stimulate

Momentum World - The UK

a structured dialogue between young people and their

Jugend & Kultuprojekt e.v - Germany

EU representatives. More than 3 million people were

D.G.T. - Romania

reached though online promotion and more that 200

Kora - Italy (Monitoring organisation)

young people were able to raise their voice to improve

Ecepaa - Belgium (Advocacy expert)

the current situation in the EU.

November 2018 - October 2020

• Provide intercultural and peer to peer education

https://youthforeurope.eu/
Co- funded by Erasmus+ programme, KA3 – Call
European Youth Together
Y4E project aimed to promote European active

The project overview

Citizenship among young people in Europe through
non-formal education methodologies and international
mobilities (training courses and youth exchanges).
The project dealt with youth participation in EU
politics and advocacy, and it raised young people’s
awareness of EU policies. Y4E offered young people
not politically active and with fewer opportunities,
the chance to play a central role in the EU’s decisionmaking processes, by creating policy proposals on
issues that matter to them.

12

Project Sample: Youth for Europe

Objectives

the

most

voted

proposals

were

presented
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opportunities to facilitate activities about Civic
Education and Advocacy through non-formal education
and international mobilities;
• Provide young people with knowledge about EU
policies and educate them to elaborate policy proposals
to improve their participation in public life;
• Raise awareness in young people, local communities
and general public on policy proposals and EU policies
through dissemination events and the
youthforeurope.eu platform;
• Establish dialogue and cooperation among young
people, policy makers and organisations, by fostering
debates on EU policies at local, national and European
level.
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Project Sample: Youth for Europe

Youth Leaders: young people aged 24+, with good
Target groups/
Beneficiaries

level of English language, high level of commitment

• 27 innovative policy proposals created by young
Success factors

throughout the whole process, strong interest in the

• 1000 people reached through 20 local dissemination

project objectives, with experience and skills in non-

events organised per national group after each

formal education activities and group management.

youth exchange, bringing the EU closer to young

Two leaders per organisation were involved in a

people in their communities.

Training Course for Youth Leaders and in a Youth

and the visibility plan: Social Media, visitors

Participants: young people aged 18-25 (mas 1 pax

registered to youthforeurope.eu, video views, blog

aged 17, max 3 pax aged between 25-30 in each

registration (just for the participants).

national group); not politically active (not being

• fostered the organisations’ capacity in dealing with

part of political parties); max 3 participant per

advocacy strategy for young people, especially

national group with (not severe) fewer opportunities

with fewer opportunities.

(economic, social, cultural, geographical, ethnic and

• built a structured dialogue for policy reform

gender issues); basic level of English was required

among young people, EU representatives, local

for everyone, while the ones with fewer opportunities

stakeholders and the partner organisations.

topics of the Youth Exchanges (Media, Environment,

- Lack of knowledge about the EU in general among
young people and difficulty to reach and select young
people interested in taking part in the YEs.

Exchanges. Each national group were formed of 6

- Difficulty to recruit participants coming from the

participants + 2 leaders.

same geographical area of the organisations and

Total participants involved: 144

leaders.

education

(in-door

and

out-door

activities), video-making, international mobilities.
Success factors

Challenges

Education/Job). Young people took part in 6 Youth

Non-Formal

Positive impact:
• 192 young people of Europe directly involved in
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• 3 million people reached via web dissemination

Exchange. Total leaders involved: 48

were asked to be highly motivated; interested in the

Methodologies

people Media, Education/job, Environment fields.
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- Difficulty to maintain participants and leaders
committed for the entire project.
- difficulty to promote the online voting system among
young people and get votes.

the youth mobilities in two years.
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4.2.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

The Problem Tree

Project Sample: Youth for Europe

Instructions step by step

tree, the other half is for the solution.
• Each group discusses and agrees the problem/
need to be analysed. The problem should be negative,
relevant, unique, urgent, realistic and specific. The

Type

Non-formal education workshop
150 minutes (presentation of the tree 30 minutes,

Duration

working in groups 110 minutes, presentation of the
trees in plenary 10 minutes)

Space
Group Size

Objectives

Indoor / Outdoor if there are tables and chairs

problem is written in the centre of the paper and
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becomes the trunk of the tree. The problem should
be actual, and each member of the group has to feel
passionate about it.
2. IDENTIFY the CAUSES

From 3 to 6 people + 1 facilitator; Young people

• Each group are asked to answer the question: WHY?

from 13 years old

Then, they have to identify and prioritize the three

• help young people to identify a problem and shape

main causes of their problem. The causes will form

solutions, by mapping out the causes and consequences

the roots of the tree.

around an issue that matters to them.

Materials

Instructions step by step

• help young people to focus on clearer priorities

3. IDENTIFY the CONSEQUENCES

and objectives to better understand the problem.

• Each group are asked to answer the question:

• identify what information and resources are needed

What will happen, if the problem is not solved?

to support their evidence and build convincing

Then, they have to reflect on and prioritize the three

solutions.

main consequences of their unsolved problem. The

Tables and chairs for each working group, flipchart

consequences will be the branches of the tree.

papers (one per group), post-it, markers
1. IDENTIFY the PROBLEM

4. PRESENT the PROBLEM TREE in plenary

• The facilitator will help young people reflect on

• Each group has to present their tree in a 2-minute

what a problem is and on the main features it should

speech, underlying the key points.

have.
• Each working group takes a flipchart paper and
folds it into two halves: one half is for the problem

16
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CoMedY - Community
Mediation for Youth
Place of implementation
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Arcos de Valvedez – Portugal; Lima – Peru; Resistencia
– Chaco, Argentina; Puebla, Mexico; Huamachuco,
Peru; Atlixco-Puebla, Mexico and Genoa, Italy. + the
training periods in the sending organisations and 12
EVS within hosting organisations

A picture of the activity

Leading organisation
& partners

P.E.CO.

–

Progetti

Europei

di

Cooperazione;

AssMedCom – Associazione di Mediazione Comunitaria
(Leadings)
Associação Social Recreativa Juventude de Vila
Fonche, Organización Argentina de Jóvenes para las
Naciones Unidas, Mignanego Società Cooperativa
Sociale Onlus, Fundacion Alianzas Rosalico A.C,
Proyecto Kieu ONGD, Proyecto Amigo

Timeframe
Webpage
Financing

March 2016 - February 2018
http://communitymediation.eu
Erasmus+ programme – Key Action 2 – Capacity
Building
CoMedY – Community Mediation for Youth project

The project overview

stemmed from the encounter between Community
Mediation practice and the experience in international
youth work within non-formal educational contexts

A picture of the activity

18

both in Europe and in Latin America.
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The project was based on three main topics to be
The project overview

developed

and

interconnected

within

different

Project Sample: CoMedY - Community Mediation for Youth

Objectives

the

exchange

with

the

local

authorities;

international activities. These topics were Community

• Fostering the use of tools and methods promoting

Mediation, non-formal education and youth active

youth active participation in the non- profit sector,

participation. By community mediation is meant an

in volunteering and youth organizations;

approach that aims at preventing, managing and
transforming conflicts by promoting local community

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

groups: youth workers and coordinators of the
partner organizations, and young volunteers. The first

empowerment. The Community Mediation approach

explored the Community Mediation methodology and

has a strong impact on the empowerment and

tried to understand how to apply it in the different

promotion of active participation on the part of local

local contexts, both during the Training Courses and

communities; despite being applied in very different

through study visits in Latin America. Volunteers

contexts (neighbourhoods, schools, social services,

of the European Voluntary Service underwent a

prisons…), it has rarely been used in youth work

preliminary period of volunteering in their respective

and it has never been applied in European projects

sending organizations and local communities.
Methodologies

project was thus to propose the Community Mediation
model as a best practice to be introduced and
promoted in the context of youth organizations and,

Community

Mediation

model

and

Non-Formal

Education.
Success factors

more specifically, of organizations working within the

• Networking at local and international level
• Involvement of the EVS volunteers with different
backgrounds

Erasmus+ Programme. Community Mediation is a tool

• The TC about Community Mediation

to facilitate decision-making processes and to learn

• Creation of the website and the handbook to share

how to manage situations of conflict.
• Gaining

knowledge

and

skills

Challenges
in

Community

Mediation methods, and learning how to apply
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The participants could roughly be divided into two

involvement in decision-making processes through

for international youth mobility. The main aim of the

Objectives

• Strengthening

T
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the project outcomes.
• The

involvement

and

participation

of

local

communities.

them to improve and strengthen the effectiveness
of interventions in local contexts; fostering the
empowerment of the social groups the organizations
are working with;

20
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4.3.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Training Course on
Community Mediation
Type
Duration
Space

Training Course

Project Sample: CoMedY - Community Mediation for Youth

Instructions step by step

They were also an opportunity to get acquainted
with the local best practices and to explore possible
models to promote active participation in youth which
were being used by partners within the non-formal
educational sector. They also facilitated mutual

T
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knowledge and exchange among participants, thus
creating a cohesive working group.

1 week
Outdoor in the community

Group Size

Small groups, max. 9 people

Objectives

• Improving the knowledge on the Community
Mediation approach,
• Maximising the project’s impact
• Sharing local best practices

Materials
Instructions step by step

Each organization sent two representatives and a local
community stakeholder: their participation was meant
to improve knowledge on the Community Mediation
approach thanks to the involvement of the local
communities. This step was conceived to maximise
the project’s impact and to make the local event on
Community Mediation easier to organize. The training
courses, which could be better defined as “awareness
raising events”, were given by Graciela Frias Ojinaga,
and allowed participants to know about and focus on

A picture of the team involved in the project

the Community Mediation approach and its tools.
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Project Sample: Freedom Equality Solidarity

CHAPTER 5

Advocating for human rights.
Some good practices
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5.1 PROJECT SAMPLE

Freedom Equality Solidarity
Place of implementation

Kielce, Holy Cross Province, Poland

Leading organisation
& partners

Regional Volunteer Center in Kielce

oung people in Europe are more and more under-represented in decision making

Timeframe

processes and their voice is rarely heard and taken into consideration. Most of

Webpage

them do not have access to their social rights; one third of young people in Europe

are at risk of poverty and due to the pandemic crisis this level may increase. Many continue
to suffer from discrimination, being marginalised and excluded.
Therefore, it is crucial to work towards the fulfilment of the rights of young people,
adopting a human-rights based approach that will ensure equal access for ALL young people
to everyday decision making. The 3 case studies here presented will show how to build
projects that promote a culture of human rights to empower young people to claim and
exercise their rights in their communities.
• Freedom Equality Solidarity (PL)
• European Migration Policies (ES)
• Active in the Network - programme of educating self- advocates (PL)

Financing
The project overview
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March 2019 – December 2019
https://prowincjarownosci.pl/
European Solidarity Corps
The

project

“Freedom

Equality

Solidarity”

was

prepared by volunteers associated in an informal
group dealing with human rights and interested in
anti-discrimination activities. The Regional Volunteer
Center in Kielce wanted to strengthen the group of
young people struggling with exclusion and also to
show in the public sphere that European values are
important to them and they followed them in their
everyday activities. The aim was to strengthen attitudes
of solidarity and understanding for democracy,
especially in terms of supporting minority rights, and
building a sense of community among the inhabitants
of Kielce with special emphasis on socially excluded
people. As part of the project, the initiative group
organised a series of events (integration workshops
+ study trip, music workshops, anti-discrimination
and anti-violence workshops), discussion meetings
(including the Human Library on minorities living in

24
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Project Sample: Freedom Equality Solidarity

The project overview

Objectives

our city) and events in public spaces, e.g. an integration picnic and march through the city. They also

Project Sample: Freedom Equality Solidarity

Success factors

become more confident about their sexuality or other

produced stamps, stickers and postcards referring to

aspects of identity. The initiative group improved their

solidarity and equality.

competences in project management. They incidentally

• Empowering an informal group of volunteers

also learned to play drums, using this new skill during

• Integration between the volunteers

the integration picnic. The most successful outcome

• Creating a strategy of promotion of the anti-di-

was organising the first Pride March in Kielce. That

scrimination activities

R
I
G
H
T
4 S

city and how open they were.

Kielce

The project activities strengthened the informal group

• Making young people aware of the problems of

and made them confident enough to incorporate the

minorities

association.

The project was prepared by an informal group of
people aged around 20. As a part of the Polish LGBTQIA

H
U
M
A
N

event showed how many excluded people lived in that

• Increasing the visibility of the minorities living in

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

The project helped many people to open up and

A
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G

Carrying out this type of project in the Holy Cross
Challenges

Province was difficult because of a general lack of

community they are faced by severe problems of social

tolerance among the people. The City Mayor and City

exclusion. Their activities were addressed to many

Council tried to ban the Pride March, posing a major

young people struggling with the same problem. They

challenge for the organisers.

created a safe space where they could feel accepted,
exchange experiences and share their knowledge.
Another target group were the intolerant inhabitants
of Kielce. The volunteers helped them to educate
themselves about the LGBTQIA community and other
minorities living in the city. Some of them became
allies. In total the project reached around two
thousand people.
Methodologies

26

Workshops, discussions and study trips.
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Project Sample: Freedom Equality Solidarity
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Project Sample: Freedom Equality Solidarity

5.1.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Human Libary
Type

Duration
Space
Group Size
Objectives

H
U
M
A
N

R
I
G
H
T
4 S

Discussion
2-3 hours
Anywhere that can fit at least 15 people
from 15 to 30 people
• Encouraging a more open-minded attitude among
people
• Debunking

stereotypes

connected

with

race,
A picture of the activity

sexuality, religion etc.
• Familiarity with human rights issues
Materials
Instructions step by step

Markers and flipchart papers
The first step of this activity is collecting a diversity
of “human books” and “readers”. The only difference
between the real library and the human library is that
unless reading, participants have to listen to stories
told by people who are members of various minorities.
One “reader” can check out as many “books” as they
want.

A picture of the activity
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Project Sample: European Migration Policies

5.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

European Migration Policies

• Competencies, methodologies and action frameworks
Objectives

(regarding design, implementation and assessment
policies) to successfully respond to the needs of
young migrants and refugees.

Place of implementation
Leading organisation
& partners

Timeframe
Webpage
Financing
The project overview

Salamanca (Spain), Palermo (Italy) and Athens

• Mechanisms and tools to empower young migrants

(Greece)

and refugees so they can become socially and

Biderbost, Boscan & Rochin (BB&R) (leading)

politically active in their communities.

ACADEMY OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP ASTIKI ETAIREIA

• Communication strategies (especially regarding

H.R.Y.O HUMAN RIGHTS YOUTH ORGANIZATION

visibility, dissemination and impact) to raise awareness

June 2017 – December 2018

of the positive aspects of both migration policies and

Erasmus+ Programme

Objectives

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

H
U
M
A
N

R
I
G
H
T
4 S

• Young migrants and refugees.
• Young natives.

European Migration Policies was an exchange of best

• Youth, Migrant and Refugee Associations.

practices between organisations in Spain, Greece and

• Local Authorities

Italy on migration policies regarding the inclusion of

Exchange of best practices, virtual transnational

Methodologies

meetings,

political

(a) identify the essential characteristics that migration

education,

active

policies must have in order to achieve socio-economic

learning, role-playing, co-creation workshops and

inclusion of young migrants and refugees in practice;

YouthPass.

(b) improve the political competences of young

The partners were able to analyse, share and exchange

migrants, young refugees and young natives; and
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young migrants and refugees.

https://europeanmigrationpolicies.eu/

young migrants and refugees. Their goals were to:

30

Project Sample: European Migration Policies

Success factors

recommendations,
participation,

non-formal

experience-based

knowledge, skills, experiences, mechanisms, resources

(c) raise awareness of communities in Europe of the

and strategies on 12 policies regarding the inclusion

challenges of social inclusion faced by young migrants

of young migrants and refugees.

and refugees.

Young natives, migrants and refugees were also able

• Skills, knowledge and attitudes regarding migration

to analyse, evaluate and improve the above 12 policies

policies in general and inclusion of young migrants

according to their needs and visions.

and refugees in particular.

It is expected that this project has not only contributed
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Project Sample: European Migration Policies

Success factors

to generating inputs to European Migration Policies
in terms of the inclusion of young migrants and
refugees, but also that these inputs can be used by
political, educational, social and labour agents (at
local, regional, national and European level), so that
they can also successfully design, implement and
evaluate their own policies on the inclusion of young
migrants and refugees in Europe.

Challenges
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Project Sample: European Migration Policies

5.2.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Discovering European
Migration Policies
Type
Duration

R
I
G
H
T
4 S

Co-creation workshop and Active Participation
3 hours

One of the obstacles to carrying out this activity is

Space

that young participants do not have knowledge of the

Group Size

Minimum 9 and Maximum 27

Objectives

• Acquire knowledge on European Migration Policies.

language in which the activity is carried out. This can
delay or slow down the development of the sessions.

Indoors (classroom with furniture that can be moved)

• Increase

Another obstacle is that certain terms of migration

H
U
M
A
N

understanding,

respect

and

mutual

learning between natives and migrants/refugees.

policies are too complex and not understood. So it is

• Improve European Migration Policies according to

important to know how to bring these concepts down

young migrants and refugees perspectives.

to earth.
Materials

Presentation of the European Migration Policies;
Template to evaluate European Migration Policies;
Computer/Projector; Flipchart paper, markers and
pencils.

Instructions step by step

1. Presentation of the European Migration Policies to
the youngsters.
2. The youngsters assess each policy through an
evaluation template.
3. Based on the results of the template, the youngsters
identify the characteristics that are good or need to
be enhanced or modified.
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Project Sample: European Migration Policies

4. Divide participants into between three and five
Instructions step by step

groups depending on numbers.
5. Each group develops their own Migration Policy
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Project Sample: Active in the Network

5.3 PROJECT SAMPLE

Active in the Network

R
I
G
H
T
4 S

based on the previous points.
6. Each group presents their policy and all the
youngsters vote for the most suitable policy.

Place of implementation
Leading organisation
& partners

Zamość, Lubusz, Poland
Polish

Nationwide

Federation

of

H
U
M
A
N

Organisations

on behalf of People with Infantile Cerebral Palsy
“Network ICP.

Timeframe
Webpage
Financing

The project overview

March 2014 – March 2016
http://www.siecmpd.spdn.pl/
Citizens for Democracy programme
The Federation observed that people with disabilities
(especially with infantile cerebral palsy) rarely
took part in civic activities such as consultations,
developing

legitimate

solutions,

monitoring

the

decisions of the authorities concerning the disabled,
or working practices of organisations. The project
contributed to enhancing the engagement of people
with infantile cerebral palsy, by implementing selfadvocacy education. The basis of the project was
to make non-governmental organisations understand
A picture of the activity

although they should support people with disabilities,
they cannot fight for their inclusion in social life
without their involvement. Therefore the aim of the
project was to encourage disabled people to be active
in speaking up about themselves and their needs.
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Project Sample: Active in the Network

• Promoting self-advocacy to involve people with
infantile cerebral palsy in national and local
Objectives

Project Sample: Active in the Network

Success factors

legislation
•

people with disabilities. 5 self advocates involved

possibilities of the disabled people

themselves in advising local, national and European

Educating non-disabled people how to be

91 people including 51 with disabilities benefited
Target groups/
Beneficiaries

advocates in public offices.
Challenges

The main challenge of the whole project was
convincing people with disabilities that they could

from the project. All of them were over 18 years

have a significant influence on things happening in

old.

their environments.

People with infantile cerebral palsy were not

R
I
G
H
T
4 S

4 self advocates started work in NGOs and 2 self

Encouraging disabled people to speak up and
actively take part in social life

H
U
M
A
N

authorities in making decisions about disabled people.

effective supporters
•

people. A further successful outcome of the project
was the formation of a programme council with 12

Spreading awareness about the rights and

•

All group members were disabled, including 3 mute

A
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C
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N
G

the only target group. Their guardians as well as nongovernmental organisations also benefited from the
project by becoming more educated about disability
issues.
Trainings, debates, seminars, conferences, court
counselling and study tours. All these methods helped

Methodologies

people understand infantile cerebral palsy and the
ways it affects people’s lives.
This good practice enabled beneficiaries to understand
the rights and potential of people touched by infantile
cerebral palsy. After the series of training modules,

Success factors

project participants were more aware of the ways
they could have an impact on society. As a result of
the activities, a group was created consisting of 30
active citizens aware of their own rights.
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Project Sample: Hope Stop/Hope Spot. The Anagram of Hope

CHAPTER 6

T
O
O
L
S

Peacebuilding tools based on
Time for Tea projects

6.1 PROJECT SAMPLE

Hope Stop/Hope Spot
The Anagram of Hope
Place of implementation

M

ore than 600 million young people in the world are living in unstable and conflict-

Staff involved

affected contexts today. The involvement of young people in peace-building

Number of young people
involved

processes is essential to maintain peace, security, and a sustainable environment

Age group of young people

free of violence.
The 4 case studies below show how Time For Tea methodologies can be used successfully to
support children and youngsters in raising their voices and addressing political institutions
for a more fair, equal, democratic, inclusive and peaceful society.
-

Hope Stop/Hope Spot – The Anagram of hope (IT)

-

Time for others (RO)

-

Children in Need (Ukraine)

-

Global Problems of the Contemporary World (Armenia)

Gender break down
Period of implementation

T
O
O
L
S

Italy
Teachers of Secondary School “Emiliano Orfini “
29 people
14 years old
21 male - 8 female
December 2018
The project started in December with the preparation

Description of the
Time for Tea project

of the Christmas Tea Tree. The students created and
hung tea bags containing messages of hope about the
big issues of the world.
Then they choose the name for the project:

Hope

Stop or Hope Spot - The anagram of Hope.
The idea was to spread Hope: they found inspiration
in the Mission Blue Hope Spots, special places that
are critical to the health of the ocean.

Dr.Sylvia

Earle introduced the concept in 2009 and since then
the idea has inspired millions across the planet.
Hope Spots are often areas that need new protection,
but they can also be existing Marine Protected Areas
where more action is needed.
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Project Sample: Hope Stop/Hope Spot. The Anagram of Hope
T
O
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L
S

Description of the
Time for Tea project

They can be large, they can be small, but they all
provide hope. Following the example of the Hope

Success factors

Our region, Umbria, in the centre of Italy, has
always had a strong pacifist tradition. It is the place

Spots, the students were asked to write a story about

where the Saint of Peace Francis of Assisi, and the

a personal positive experience.

philosopher and pacifist Aldo Capitini, were born. In

Then, in groups, they compared their ideas starting

1961, Capitini organized the first march for peace

from a problem (Hope Stop)

and brotherhood between Perugia and Assisi.

and

their possible

solution ( Hope Spot ).

This year in October there will be the seventieth

Each story was then summarized in small meaningful

edition of the March of Peace and the students on

sentences and written inside handmade tea boxes.

that occasion will have the opportunity to set up a

Creative workshops were held to create the tea boxes.

stand to distribute, together with tea, their messages

The students enjoyed origami very much.

of hope.

Different materials have been produced:
Outputs of the project

Project Sample: Hope Stop/Hope Spot. The Anagram of Hope

• Several posts accompanied by images for the
school’s webpage and for the school’s social pages
(FB, Instagram)
• Newspaper articles for the local press, videos and
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“It was a different way of being at
school: not the common teaching
lesson, but something that makes
learning pleasant.”

pictures
Impact of the project

The project includes three

steps of presentation

from the “target group”
• to the school
• to the town

“Starting from a problem, group work
made it possible to compare ideas
and arrive to a possible solution.”

• to the “world”
But so far only the first step has been completed.

40

“I hope that our messages can reach
someone who needs them”
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Project Sample: Time for others
T
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S

6.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

Time for others

Project Sample: Time for others

Outputs of the project

presented their work, and

Staff involved
Number of young people
involved
Age group of young people
Gender break down
Period of implementation
Description of the
Time for Tea project

Romania, Vaslui Penitentiary

1st - 20th February 2018
The activities took place during 6 meetings of 2
hours. We started with knowledge and team building
exercises. Detainees worked in teams of 4 people.
There were 4 teams. Each team worked on a project.
There have been 4 projects: a hospital, a school, a

T
O
O
L
S

management’s support in conducting the actions. The
work was also attended by a civil society collaborator

16 people

Only male

The project has been presented to the management
of the organization and have benefited from the

Two psychologists and the deputy director

from 21 to 40 years old

wrote a report to the

management of the organization.
Impact of the project

Place of implementation

The staff made short films in which the detainees
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who appreciated the results of the detainees.
Success factors

It was a great professional experience. Many young
people entering the prison show resistance to formal
educational methods. But they were very receptive to
this activity when they worked in the working groups
within the Time for Tea project. Detainees responded
very well and were actively involved in meeting the
goals. We will use the ideas of the project in the
future

street and a kindergarten. Ideas have started from
the problems of the communities in which they will
live after release from the penitentiary. The methods
in the project were well received by young people
because they are suited to their personal lives. These
methods also developed creativity and encouraged
free expression. The young people have gained
confidence in their abilities and understood that they
can help develop their communities.
Outputs of the project

The detainees made 4 different products out of
recyclable materials. The staff took photos during the
working meetings and sent them.

42

“The participants were very involved and they
wanted to get involved in solving community
problems. The activity was included in the program
of activities carried out in the penitentiary.
It was presented to the closed-circuit television in the
prison. There were also other detainees who want to
participate in activities in the future.”
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Project Sample: Children in Need
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6.3 PROJECT SAMPLE

Children in Need

Description of the
Time for Tea project

articulate the purpose of the project, the needs
of the addressed audience, the stakeholders and
decision makers who could help implement the results
of their creative work. The final step was designing a

Place of implementation

Sumy, Ukraine

Number of young people
involved

27 people

Age group of young people
Gender break down
Period of implementation

Description of the
Time for Tea project

fundraising competition held by local authorities. This
local

from 11 to 16 years old

influencers,

parents,

activists,

T
O
O
L
S

graduates,

education centres, hospitals and schools. Our aim is

18 girls - 9 boys

to make a playground for junior pupils and a safe place

20th September 2017 – 1st April 2018

for inclusive education, thus showing a precedent for
solving local needs through local action in the local

We did the project with schools where we were

community.

true to the principle “Think global act local”. We
for 32 Euroclub leaders in Sumy (partner Centre for
Euroinitiatives). First we had 4 schools but we ended
up with 2 of them. School #1 came up with the idea
of a junior students playground, school #2 – inclusive
school for everyone. We had a few meetings with
teachers (Euroclub leaders ) to share the idea of
Time for Tea. The creative process was initiated by
the children through brainstorming, design thinking,
de Bono methods and mindmapping. As a result the
children involved felt important during the project
implementation and were very excited to create hand
made models, putting quite some effort into working
with wood, plastic, cardboard, applying decorative
techniques
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included media representation and promotion through

started working after a presentation of Time for Tea

like

decoupage,

sketching,

claywork.

During our conversations the children could clearly

44

Project Sample: Children in Need

Aside from schools we presented the project to a
Impact of the project

rehabilitation centre for disabled children and had
awesome results. Time for Tea helped us to enrich
our creative work with disabled children and their
mothers at the social rehabilitation centre to manifest
their creativity and thus show that they are no less
a human being than any of us. We created flower
arrangements in various containers and also cups.
The skills the children acquired were used in different
events organized by the centre: many of them find
these classes inspiring and motivating, as they give
joy and distraction from daily worries, especially for
mothers who have to overcome many difficulties to
provide for their children because state support is
not enough. This activity also gives them hope for the
better as it can potentially lead to employment, and
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Project Sample: Children in Need
T
O
O
L
S

Impact of the project

creates a safe environment for communication with
“the outside world”.
The project leader runs a florists shop. Participating
in Time for Tea inspired her to start a NGO aiming to
reach disadvantaged youth and older people in order
to give them an opportunity to express themselves in
creative way, to learn new professional skills, build
new business, match employees with employers, and
organize study and motivation tours to different cities
and countries to share best practices. The need for
such centres is obvious in the daily life of people with
fewer opportunities.

Success factors

In this project we took to heart the saying ‘to become

Project Sample: Global Problems of the Contemporary World

6.4 PROJECT SAMPLE

Global Problems of the
Contemporary World
Place of implementation
Number of young people
involved

60 students of the 10th-grade of the high school
students of AYB School, coordinated by World History
teacher Julieta Ktshanyan.

Period of implementation
Description of the
Time for Tea project

March 2018
The project was implemented in March 2018 to match
the topic “Global Problems of the Contemporary World”
in the World History curiculum and comprised two

For us it was a new experience to work with schools,

meetings. Three classes participated in the project.

disabled children and their mothers, rehabilitation

The first meeting was held in each class separately.

centre personnel, local authorities and media. We

The duration of the lesson was 90 minutes.

found this very enriching. Our staff acquired new skills

• Getting to Know Each Other More Deeply - Since

public speaking, time management, and confident

T
O
O
L
S

Yerevan, Armenia

someone different you need to do something different’.

of video production, taking interviews, presentation,
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MEETING 1
Step by step

students have been studying at this school for the
first year, we asked them to bring and introduce

communication with authorities, media, parents and

a personal object. They welcomed the idea with

teachers. We definitely plan to continue using this

great enthusiasm, as they had a chance to know

methodology in future.

each other in a new way.
• Introducing New Topic - During the lesson we
discussed Global Problems of the Contemporary
World from WWI and its consequences to the Cold
War, from terrorism to confrontation between
Britain and Russia, from globalization to cultural
and environmental issues etc.
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Project Sample: Global Problems of the Contemporary World
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MEETING 1
Step by step

• Dark and Bright Future - After reviewing and
discussing the new topic in theory, the students
were divided into three groups and each was given

MEETING 2
Overview

Yerevan is currently being reconstructed to make it
more beautiful, renovated and attractive for tourists.
However, during these renovations, many old historic

possible dark and bright future. After finishing

buildings have been destroyed and new skyscrapers,

each group presented their ideas and explained

dull and faceless buildings are built in their place.

their work.

The pupils’ proposal was to revive and recreate old
They created their own organic AYB Tea from Armenian

Create” and explained their new task – to apply

mountainous herbs. The tea bag they designed was

their theoretical knowledge in actual work. They

huge as they wanted the Chief Architect to drink a

should pick any problem, put forward a solution,

lot of tea and have enough time before making his

and make their voices heard.

decisions.
BEFORE GIVING PERMISSION TO DESTROY THE

idea and the inspiration? (We watched the video

HISTORIC BUILDINGS OF OUR CAPITAL, PLEASE STOP

about Satish Kumar). Why tea? How to participate

FOR A MINUTE, DRINK OUR AYB TEA AND THINK OF

in “Time for Tea”? The whole class was asked to

PRESERVING YEREVAN’S HISTORIC IDENTITY.

choose a problem, decide on an addressee and to

The team addressed their package and message to the

design their “Time for Tea” packages

Chief Architect of Yerevan.

presented their creative tea packages on their chosen
theme. Representatives of the school staff and
administration took part in the final meeting.
GROUP A
The first group targeted the problem of preservation
of the historic identity of the city of Yerevan. Founded
in 782 BC Yerevan, the capital of Armenia, is one of

T
O
O
L
S

The message was:

for their task. What is “Time for Tea”? What is the

For the second meeting, the students of three classes
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buildings instead of demolishing them.

We referred to our school motto “Know and

• Introduction to the Time for Tea project as a toolkit

48

the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world.

the task to draw/paint/map their vision of the

• We then discussed the main problems in Armenia.

MEETING 2
Overview

Project Sample: Global Problems of the Contemporary World

GROUP B
The second group had chosen the issue of preservation
of historical and cultural monuments in Armenia. In
our school there are students from different regions of
Armenia. Еach of them selected one of their regional
monuments, which is in desperate need of attention.
They used a normal tea box which apparently did not
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Project Sample: Global Problems of the Contemporary World
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Project Sample: Global Problems of the Contemporary World

stand out in any way. But when opened, inside there
MEETING 2
Overview

were specially designed tea bag envelopes with the
photos of dilapidated monuments. The photographs of

and metal looking like the pre-sorted garbage bins,
MEETING 2
Overview

and filled them with different types of tea.
Their message was:

those monuments were taken by students. For some

SHORT TERM THINKING IS THE ENEMY OF LONG-TERM

monuments they even asked their friends from their

SUCCESS. NEW SANITATION IS NOT A SOLUTION,

provinces to take a photo and send it to them.

WHILE THE WASTE SORTING AND RECYCLING IS!

The message was:

The package was sent to Yerevan Municipality.
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IF THIS HAPPENED IN ANOTHER COUNTRY, YOU
WOULD SHOUT. WHY ARE YOU SILENT NOW? WHY
DON’T YOU ACT?
The team addressed their package and message to the
Historical and Cultural Monuments Protection Agency
(Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Armenia).
GROUP C
The third group had chosen Armenia’s waste problems
as their main focus.
To solve the problem of waste dumps in Armenia, in
recent years the government has been making steps

A picture of the activity

towards creating landfills that will meet international
standards. Meanwhile, there is a public demand to
include the components of waste sorting and recycling
into this project. So the students decided to express
their concern and support urging local authorities to
implement a greener policy by introducing sorting and
recycling components in the new waste management
project.
They made three tea packages from paper, plastic,
A picture of the activity
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CHAPTER 7
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Digital tools for youth
inclusion and participation

7.1 PROJECT SAMPLE

The Virtual Camp-fire
Place of implementation

Y

outh participation in a more and more virtual interconnected world can be fostered
through digital tools which equip young people for the challenges of an everchanging life in the 21st century.

(virtual) community and developing knowledge on politics, democracy and human rights.
• The virtual campfire (UK)
• Building Political Efficacy through Digital Media Literacy (ES)
• eParticipation (ES)

T
O
O
L
S

It would normally take place on a residential project
and needs a dedicated space to be set up and prepared
before the session.

Leading organisation
& partners
Timeframe

Momentum World.
This is a session that can be run as an evening side
session over a 1-3 hour period. It could even be
developed as part of a whole day event looking at
engagement and inclusion.

The 3 case studies below show innovative digital educational methods that give young
people from different backgrounds free access to citizenship education, being part of a

D
I
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I
T
A
L

Webpage
Financing

www.momentumworld.org
Funded through Erasmus+ or other sources
The virtual campfire is an inclusive group activity that

The project overview

brings up to 20 people together for a unique 1 hour
experience round a very interesting indoor campfire.
In the middle is a flame effect fire surround by logs,
hidden in the logs are 4 LCD multimedia projectors
which play a specially edited 1 hour film. This is
projected onto the ceiling from each projector.
Facilitators create the atmosphere and make sure the
activities run on time. The campfire film runs for 1
hour and takes participants on a journey: the first
part is storytelling, then some poetry, then singing
with live music, following by dancing and finally a
reflection session. Each of the phases is run by a
participant who has been briefed and prepared
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Project Sample: The Virtual Camp-fire
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The project overview

Objectives

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

beforehand with the facilitators. The campfire is
very powerful if the group immerse themselves, so

Project Sample: The Virtual Camp-fire

Success factors

Participants who go through the experience will very
often talk about it afterwards and link it into other

the ground rules are that everyone participates at a

aspects of the residential programme. This is a real

level comfortable for them. They enter into the spirit

success, as the unique experience of the campfire

of a campfire and they stay for the whole 1 hour

gives them a chance to explore things they have

experience. The activity is particularly valuable at

learned about themselves which can be reviewed and

the end of a project when the participants have got

linked to other situations.

to know each other and developed a level of trust.

The virtual campfire takes time to setup the space,

To encourage personal reflection, inclusion, teamwork,

Challenges
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to brief the participants to lead aspects of the event

and support for other less confident participants. It

and to build the group to engage with the activity.

can also be used to explore cultural issues.

The more preparation and planning that goes into this

The virtual campfire is an inclusive project which

the more results will come from the activity.

is suitable for all forms of disability as well as
multicultural groups. It enables participants to come
out of their comfort zones and try something unusual.

Methodologies

This

is

a

non-formal

education

activity

which

explores the different skills that people bring to the
“campfire”. Learning is drawn out through a unique
and fun activity which operates at many different
levels.

Success factors

Each time we run the Virtual Campfire, it gets a
different reaction from participants. Some are
profoundly affected by the experience as they engage
in unexpected ways; others simply find it fun and
creative. We have found the best results happen as
part of a residential experience where a level of trust
has been created over several days.
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Project Sample: The Virtual Camp-fire

7.1.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

The Virtual Campfire

• A small number of participants are briefed and
Instructions step by step

prepped to run aspects of the campfire i.e. dancing,
music, singing and storytelling, this is rehearsed, and
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the cues on the film are explained.
Type
Duration
Space

Group Size

Objectives

Group development and teambuilding activity
1 hour – 1 day

Actual Session:
• Housekeeping and rules of the activity explained

Indoor or shelter. If this is done as part of a bigger

to the group

project, the space used should be different from the

• Purpose and aim of exercise shared

usual working rooms. It should be an interesting

• Instructions given on how the activity works

space that is unfamiliar to the participants, to arouse

• Participants invited to enter the campfire and await

their curiosity.

further instructions

12-20 participants, 1 facilitator, 4 pre-briefed
participants to lead on certain parts of the activity.

Post Session:

• To create a vibrant and creative activity which the

• Participants evaluate the impact of the session

group can learn from

• They explore what role they played

• To push participants out of their comfort zones

• They share how they added value to the team

• To use a creative medium to explore how people

activity

will react in a given situation
• To encourage teamwork and inclusion
Materials

4 media projectors, A flame effect disco light (centre
piece to the campfire), Real wood logs to hide the
projectors, White sheets or walls to project onto,
Laptop to play film.

Instructions step by step

Pre-session:
• Facilitators set up the virtual campfire space and
make it as atmospheric as possible – using natural
materials (wood) and lighting;
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Project Sample: Building Political Efficacy through Digital Media Literacy

7.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

Building Political Efficacy
through Digital Media
Literacy
Place of implementation

Salamanca (Spain), Palermo (Italy) and Østfold
(Norway)

Leading organisation
& partners

Timeframe
Webpage
Financing
The project overview

Objectives

Objectives

In the framework of a youth exchange, the youngsters
were able to: (1) distinguish true facts from “fake
news”; (2) critically evaluate the content of the media;
drinking alcohol, using drugs, having sex prematurely,
not feeling comfortable with their body).

Target groups/
Beneficiaries
Methodologies

Young people with fewer opportunities.
The main methodologies were: non-formal education,
active

participation,

experience-based

learning,

role-playing, civic journalists, community dialogue,

H.R.Y.O HUMAN RIGHTS YOUTH ORGANIZATION

experimental filmmaking and YouthPass.

OSTFOLD FYLKESKOMMUNE

The project developed a Political Efficacy HandBook,

https://buildingpoliticalefficacy.eu
Erasmus+ programme

T
O
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L
S

and (3) counter advertising pressures (smoking,

Biderbost, Boscan & Rochin (BB&R) (leading)

October 2017 – December 2018
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Success factors

Political Efficacy Experience Book, Political Efficacy
Web and 4 EU Short-Documentaries.
18 youngsters (from Spain, Italy and Norway) acquired
political efficacy competences, civic journalists skills

Its objective was to develop competences in media

and media literacy competences.

literacy, political efficiency and European citizenship

It is important that, after each activity, feedback and

among young people from Spain, Italy and Norway. The

reflection sessions are held so that young people can

youngsters acted as “civic journalists”, interviewing

share their opinions and understand the differences

citizens, holding community dialogues with local

between false news and truth / facts / objective data.

entities and producing four documentary short films

It

about how citizens feel regarding the European Union.

presenting/comparing fake news, especially from

The main objective of the project was to develop

local environments or realities close to young people,

competences in media literacy, political efficiency

so that learning is consolidated and lasts over time.

is

important

to

present

real

cases

whens

and European citizenship among young people from
Spain, Italy and Norway.
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Project Sample: Building Political Efficacy through Digital Media Literacy

Project Sample: Building Political Efficacy through Digital Media Literacy

7.2.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

T
O
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L
S

EU Documentary Challenge
Type
Duration
Space
Group Size
Objectives

T
O
O
L
S

Civic journalist and experimental filmmaking
3 sessions (6 hours in total)
Indoor and outdoor.
Minimum 8 and Maximum 24
• Increase the knowledge of the community needs.
• Raise awareness of the EU
• Acquire

A picture of the activity
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competences

on

media

literacy

and

filmmaking
Materials

Instructions step by step

Smartphone
Movie Editing Programme
This is a simulation exercise. The city council of
Salamanca hires your audiovisual company to develop
a documentary about the opinions of Salamanca
citizens regarding the European Union. The council
wants to generate a discussion about whether it is
better to stay or leave the EU. For this purpose, the
council requires interviews with at least 6 citizens to
be included in the documentary.
1. You have to create the name of your audiovisual
company.

A picture of the activity

2. You must think what editorial approach you will
take during the documentary: positive about EU,
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Project Sample: Building Political Efficacy through Digital Media Literacy
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Instructions step by step

negative about EU or a neutral perspective. Which
would be more interesting to address or debate?
3. You have to think of at least 5 questions that you

Project Sample: eParticipation

7.3 PROJECT SAMPLE

eParticipation

must ask the citizens to obtain the best documentary.
4. The short documentary must be at least 5 minutes

Place of implementation

long.
5. All the members of the team must participate in
the documentary (recording, interviewing, narrating,
designing, editing, producing, being interviewed,
etc).

Leading organisation
& partners
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Salamanca (Spain), Palermo (Italy) and London
(United Kingdom)
Biderbost, Boscan & Rochin (BB&R) (leading)
H.R.Y.O HUMAN RIGHTS YOUTH ORGANIZATION
MOMENTUM WORLD

Timeframe

6. The documentary must have a title, a description

Webpage

of the problem, a climax with the citizens and your

Financing

conclusions. Be creative!
The project overview

September 2016 – December 2017
https://e-participation.eu
Erasmus+ programme
eParticipation was an exchange of best practices
among Spain, Italy and United Kingdom, in order
to: (a) identify the essential characteristics that
electronic platforms must have to civically empower
the new generations of Europeans; and (b) improve
the civic competences of youngsters from Spain, Italy
and United Kingdom.

Objectives

The first objective was to evaluate electronic platforms
in the following aspects: form of registration,
security, social networks, design, instructions for
use, networking and use of the platform. In this
sense, the partners analysed, shared and exchanged
knowledge and experiences on these platforms in
virtual transnational meetings.
In addition to the above, the project also included
the participation of 21 young Europeans (from Spain,
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Project Sample: eParticipation
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Objectives

Project Sample: eParticipation
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Italy and the United Kingdom). They evaluated
the DemocracyOS platform and, in that platform,
developed proposals to tackle youth unemployment.

T
O
O
L
S

Young people in general, Youth Associations, Local
Target groups/
Beneficiaries

Authorities
The
best

Methodologies

main

methodologies

practices,

recommendations,

were:

electronic

exchange

platforms,

non-formal

education,

of

political
active

participation, experience based learning, role-playing
The project empowered 21 young Europeans (from
Spain, Italy and the United Kingdom) with electronic
platforms and civic participation skills. The young

Success factors

Europeans developed 8 proposals to tackle youth

A picture of the activity

unemployment in their localities.
The project provided an action framework for
Youth Associations, Schools, Universities and Local
Authorities on how to use electronic platforms to
empower young people, to identify their needs and
co-develop policy proposals.
It is important that the group of young people know
each other in advance. Before starting the activities,
organise presentations, icebreakers and energisers
among them. This is essential to build trust between
them and deepen their participation.
One of the main obstacles to carry out this activity
is the internet connection. It is essential to ensure
this, so that there is no disconnection and / or loss

A picture of the activity

of information in each of the phases of the activities.
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Project Sample: eParticipation
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7.3.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Developing political proposals
through electronic platforms
Type
Duration
Space
Group Size
Objectives

T
O
O
L
S

Electronic participation and civic participation
2 hours
In door (preferably a classroom with computers).
Minimum 9 and Maximum 27
• Acquire knowledge on how to use electronic
platforms.
• Increase civic competences
• Develop political proposals.

Materials

A picture of the activity

• Computer or Smartphone
• Internet

Instructions step by step

1. The youngsters discuss and decide what is the most
important issue that they are facing.
2. Divide participants into between three and five
groups depending on numbers
3. Each group has to create a policy recommendation
to address the issue decided in the first stage.
4. They develop their proposal, explain it and share it
via the electronic platform selected for this session.
5. Again using the electronic platform, the youngsters
are able to give feedback on each other’s proposals in
order to improve them.
6. Finally, all the youngsters will vote for the best
policy proposal through the electronic platform.

66

A picture of the activity
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Project Sample: S-Factor. A special needs talent show

CHAPTER 8

T
O
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Artistic tools for youth
inclusion and participation

D

emocracy needs imagination and creative solutions. Arts, Music and Theatre can

8.1 PROJECT SAMPLE

S-Factor. A special needs
talent show highlighting
inclusive practice
Place of implementation

be powerful tools to include young people in their local communities and raise

across Europe.
Leading organisation
& partners

Momentum World (lead partner), Kelford & Hilltop
Special Schools – Rotherham, Maltby and Aston
Academies – Rotherham

Timeframe

• Acting 4 democracy (IT)

The school music and dance workshops leading up to
the main event took place between January – July.
With the main event normally taking place mid-July.

• SENCITY: THE JOURNEY FROM A TO B (UK)

The international element took place the week of the

• Inclusion TV (UK)

music event normally in mid-July.
Webpage
Financing

68

school children from Rotherham and Sheffield (South

groups came from different projects / schools from

All the case studies, based on artistic methods, show how to engage young people with

• S-Factor – A special needs talent show highlighting inclusive practice (UK)

The event was aimed at families and friends of the

the public attending. Each year, the international

creativity and open-mindedness.

open and safe environment.

T
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Yorkshire, UK) and involved over 1000 members of

their voices, enabling them to develop personal skills including critical thinking,

fewer opportunities, ensuring their participation and personal development in a friendly,
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https://vimeo.com/channels/sfactor
The funds for this project come from:
•

Erasmus+

•

The schools involved

•

Fundraising from previous year

•

Sponsorship from media company
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S-Factor was a multi-level music event which took
The project overview

place each year in Rotherham, South Yorkshire. It

Project Sample: S-Factor. A special needs talent show

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

opportunities to raise funds from the live event. So,

special educational needs). The purpose was to put

the beneficiaries were teachers, international leaders,

on a professional music event for the public which

students, parents and friends of the school.

alongside this was an international element bringing
different countries together to run a professional
media activity and business and enterprise activities
which involved working and empowering students
from different schools.
This was an inclusion project which had a focus on:
• Strategic partnership with a wide cluster of schools
from Rotherham
• Greater understanding of disability and how to
engage with this
• The use of media as a tool to work with young
people
• How to develop business and enterprise to raise
funds for the activity
This was a multi-faceted project working at many
different

levels.

For

example,

students

from

mainstream education got an opportunity to experience
disability for the first time and learn about this in a
safe space. The media elements pushed participants
technical skills, the international students focussed
on leadership and how they empower a team they

70

Methodologies
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This was a very complex project due to the large number
of students, teachers, international participants and
Momentum staff involved. It needed a very good
understand of team roles, time management and
managing logistics. From the media setup, through to
running the businesses and building the confidence
of the students to work effectively. The added
dimension was the whole exploration of disability and
understanding this. Many of the European participants

• International leadership

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

also the need to setup and create small business

involved 4 schools (2 mainstream education and 2

showcased the talent of special needs children. Running

Objectives

are given for the duration of the event. There was

A
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came from countries where disabled people were hidden
away, with no resources invested or provided for
them. For many countries the impact and experience
was profound. The training team used a wide range
on non-formal education teaching methods to explore
some of these issues. When designing the programme
a key focus was placed on the following:
•Understanding ability and not focussing so much on
the disability
•Types of disability
•Leadership
•Using technical equipment as a tool for learning
and development
•Communication and listening skills
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Project Sample: S-Factor. A special needs talent show
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One of the greatest impacts from this project was
Success factors

the exploration of ability and removing the stigma
of ‘feeling sorry for’ a person with a disability. For

Project Sample: S-Factor. A special needs talent show

8.1.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

The Media Challenge

many it was the first time they had come across such
profound disability, so then to see what was achieved
led to people going back to their countries with a

Type

very different outlook on disability. It also led to

Duration

bigger after a number of years). The international

Space

international group brought was very powerful. Many

challenge stereotypes and assumptions.
Working with young people and students with a
Challenges

1 full day
• Morning – unpack and learn about each bit of kit

big screens

to test their skills when putting theory into practice.

the wide range of countries present and this helped

learn, setup and then use professional film equipment

• Evening – film the live event and stream it to the

then were given a complex project which allowed them

of the teachers and students hadn’t met people from

Media based activity in which participants had to

• Afternoon – Setup and test the equipment

leaders also explored the theory of leadership and

From the school’s perspective the added value the

The setup was in a professional concert venue, with
full staging and professional sound and lighting
company we were working alongside.

Group Size
Objectives

16 people
The three main objectives of this activity were
1.Unpack and learn how to use the equipment safely

disability meant a huge amount of flexibility was

2.Setup the equipment on site and ensure it is safe

needed as things would change quickly and very often

to use

you would be on plan B or C. It was also a case on

3.Operate the media equipment to a high level with

keeping things real, a complex project like this meant

young people.

having to work long days to manage all the different
strands. Another constraint working with schools is
teachers work to a very rigid timetable, so there isn’t
any room to change this.

T
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to film a live event

some European partners setting up their own version
of this programme (which is still running and getting

A
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Materials

The outside broadcast TV studio consisted of:
• 7 x professional cameras and tripods
• 1 x remote controlled camera on a camera crane
• 1 x vision mixer with full talk back for all camera
operators and buddies
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Project Sample: S-Factor. A special needs talent show
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• 1 x set of sound equipment, recorders and

Instructions step by step

Project Sample: S-Factor. A special needs talent show

Instructions step by step

The space was a very vibrant and professional working

microphones

environment, and this is why the students got so

•Half a ton of cabling (sound/video/power) and

much from it. Once the event went live it was really

wires

intense.
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Filming a live event for a professional media company
is a challenging job, so imagine you giving 30 boxes

The camera operators were listening to instructions

of expensive equipment to young people from 4

from the vision mix director through the talkback

schools (2 of which are for students with profound

system and the buddy system meant people could take

disabilities) and say you will learn about this kit, then

it in turns to film the show and support each other.

set it up and then use it in a matter of hours! People

A floor manager kept an eye on the welfare of the

would say you are insane to do this, but each year for

students, and everyone breathed a big sigh of relief

6 years this activity ran with a massive success each

when the filming was complete.

time.
Students from mainstream education buddied up with
students with special educational needs and they each
learned their part of the jigsaw. As the pieces of the
puzzle were added it started to become possible to
see the larger picture.
Each part of the process had simple step by step
instructions and then practice. By mid-afternoon the
setup was complete and ready for a full rehearsal.
After the rehearsal students had some downtime and
got ready for the night-time show.
This was a chance to learn more both about disability
and also technical equipment they were using.
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8.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

Acting 4 Democracy

Project Sample: Acting 4 Democracy

The project overview

the

concept

of

democracy.

Theatre

was

the

methodology chosen to help young people get to
know each other, themselves and their thoughts on
the topic.

Place of implementation
Leading organisation
& partners

Italy (Gandellino – Bergamo)

Objectives

Associazione di promozione sociale Joint (Italy
Team For Youth (Romania)
Association pour le developpement du Haut Cabardès
(France)

Timeframe
Financing
The project overview

through

non-formal

education,

theatre,

and

intercultural learning
Target groups/
Beneficiaries

Youth Leaders and Young Participants: young people
aged +18 with fewer opportunities, especially:
geographical disadvantages, socio- economic needs

Good deeds case (Russia)

Non-Formal education, Theatre
Success factors

Positive impact:

initiatives (Ukraine)

- increased knowledge on active European citizenship

Pillar Alapitvany (Hungary)

and cultural diversity
- improved acting and public speaking skills

26 October – 6 November 2013

- increased active participation at local level in young

Erasmus+ Programme

people’s communities
-

Acting4Democracy was a Youth Exchange, held in
2013 for 12 days in Italy, which aimed to promote
active participation of young people in politics through
theatre,

non-formal

T
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Foster active participation and political interest

Armenian cooperation centre of Georgia (Georgia)
All-Ukrainian Youth NGO Foundation of Regional
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education

and

Challenges

involvement

of

young

people

with

different

background and fewer opportunities
Lack of political engagement in young people

intercultural

learning. The Youth Exchange involved 28 young
people (+ the leaders) coming from 8 countries in
Europe and with fewer opportunities. By experiencing
community life, out of their comfort zone, the young
people could compare the different political systems
of their countries and reflect on
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8.2.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Open Space on Democracy
Type
Duration
Space
Group Size
Objectives

Non-formal education - workshop
2 hours
Indoor – Outdoor

Project Sample: SENCITY. The journey from A to B

8.3 PROJECT SAMPLE

SENCITY: the journey
from A to B
Place of implementation
Leading organisation
& partners

Min 4 max 8 people per group
• Discovering how to use your engagement to make
your voice heard
• Foster dialogue and participation
• Reflect on political issues

Timeframe
Website
Financing

• Getting to know each other even better/more personally
1. Identify the discussion topics. After the presentaInstructions step by step

tions on the political systems of the countries involved, participants are asked to identify the main
topics (key words) they would like to discuss, and
write them on post-it notes
2. Division into groups according to the interests of
the participants. In each group a facilitator leads
the discussion and ensures the full participation
of each person
3. Open discussion in the groups and summary of the
main points
4. Presentation of the results in plenary
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London, UK
Skyway Foundation (leading)
Momentum World
3 days (average approx. 4 hours per day)
www.momentumworld.org
The project was funded by Skyway Foundation.
Additional revenue was achieved at the public event
from ticket sales.

The project overview

Most people consider that music and dance events
are not accessible to Deaf people. Skyway Foundation
proved this to be wrong by designing and implementing
a series of large scale “Sencity” events in different
countries,

where

bass-heavy

dance

rhythm

was

amplified by a vibrating dance floor and complemented
by multi-sensory manifestations representing the
mood of the music. These included a Sign Language
Rap Artist, lighting, an “aroma-jockey”, flavoured ice
creams, and massage.
In order to maximise the inclusive value of the first
ever London event, Momentum World worked with
Skyway to build a youth leadership team who were
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The project overview

Objectives

themselves Deaf, to take responsibility for organising

Methodologies

Success factors

Trainers:

different aspects of the event. This was also an

• Aspects of Deaf culture and language

important factor in breaking down stereotypes about

• Experience of working with Deaf people

what young people are capable of achieving.

• Working multilingually through interpreters

The training was delivered over a 2-day period through

1. Trainers who are adaptable and flexible

a series of accessible activities which did not rely on

2. Appropriately paced and staged programme

hearing. There was an emphasis on visual and other

3. At least one team member with a deep understanding

sensory inputs. Sign language interpreters were also

of the Deaf community (intercultural skills)

involved.

4. Access to interpreters

The purpose of the project was to prepare a group of

5. Prior contact with participants

Deaf young people to take leadership responsibilities

6. Unifying purpose for bringing the group together

for organising the Sencity event for the wider Deaf

(sense of direction)

community in London. The ultimate aim was to ensure

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

Project Sample: SENCITY. The journey from A to B

Challenges
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• Different or unclear expectations

that the event would be a success. This approach

• Overcoming exclusion factors / stereotypes (e.g.

can be used to empower any group of young people

belief that something is impossible for a particular

to take responsibility for leading a future event or

group)

activity
12 young ppl age 20-25 from the Deaf community.
A selection of non-formal learning activities adapted
and/or specially designed for the target group.

Success factors

Participants:
•How to appreciate skills of different team members
•Project management and event planning
•Delegation of roles
•Team skills
•Honesty, responsibility, and confidence
•Awareness of self and others
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8.3.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Zone 1 – Individuals

The circles are empty at the start but as each task
Instructions step by step

is achieved, the blank space is filled with a physical
“stepping stone”. The path represents a way across
a river, leading to the “Cave of Diamonds” on the

Type
Duration
Space
Group Size
Objectives

Interactive workshop
3 hours

10-20 people

to the end. The trainers make factual observations

2. Identify strengths to contribute to the team

Materials

Instructions step by step

of what takes place. These observations will be used
to stimulate thinking and discussion in the final
debriefing and evaluation session on day 3.

1. Paper, coloured pens, art materials.

Here is presented the Zone 1 activity:

2. Coloured rope lights, floor circles and “stepping

1. Crossing the River (A): introduction to the

stone” tiles as described above.
The activities are organised into three Zones:
Zone 1: Individuals
Zone 2: Team
Zone 3: Task
Each zone is the focus of a separate daily session:
A large open space (i.e. a large room or hall) is
required to lay out the activities. The same layout
should be applied for each session. A rope light
illuminates a physical path with an obvious start and
end point. This path leads through the three zones,
each containing several numbered circles.
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This process involves the whole team working together
and it is important to stress this is not a race to get

1. Think about personal skills and characteristics
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other side.

Large indoor space

3. Clarify what you expect from others
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Project Sample: SENCITY. The journey from A to B

training. Explain what the river and the stepping
stones represent (the transition from where you
are now, to where you want to be as an individual
and a team). Introduction from the trainers, then
participants work in pairs to come up with questions
and answers about the way forward.
2. The Starting Point: introducing yourselves, short
conversations in pairs. Each person then identifies
their hopes, fears and expectations for the training,
and shares these with the group.
3.

Your Shield: individual activity to present who

you are as a person – your character, skills,
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Project Sample: SENCITY. The journey from A to B
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Instructions step by step

experience, interests etc. Participants draw their
personal shield to represent themselves through a
series of images together with a personal motto. The
picture should be made as attractive, colourful and
artistic as possible. Finished shields are put on the

Project Sample: Inclusion TV

8.4 PROJECT SAMPLE

Inclusion TV

Place of implementation

wall for further reflection later.
4. Policies for People. Pair and group exercise. Think
about the people you will have to deal with, both in
your team and others. Working in pairs, make a list
of at least 5 policies and procedures you need to

Leading organisation
& partners

Timeframe

Website

compare notes with another pair. Finally discuss as a

Financing

team onto an A4 paper “life raft”. Finally both teams

preliminary training for young people
“Look At Me” film produced by young people during
one of the Inclusion TV courses:- https://vimeo.

Previously the course has been funded by the EU
Erasmus+ / Youth in Action programme. In future

or international foundations.

6. Review & reflect. Refer back to all activities in

as well as the final evaluation session at the end.

The course duration is 3 days plus 1-2 days of

commercial companies) or grants from local, national

Zone 2 activities.

and will contribute to the “Cave of Diamonds” exercise

Various, including UK, Austrian and German National

clients with funding either from private sources (e.g.

number of people. This activity also leads in to the

shield exercise at the start. Learning will be recorded

Momentum World (leading)

the intention is to offer the course to a wide range of

combine and try the exercise again with double the

personal behaviour, skills and attitudes. Relate to the

national or international participants

http://www.solidarityuk.org/

5. Life Raft. Fun activity to complete the session.

the Zone, and discuss what worked or not. Focus on

The course can be run in any location, with local,

com/82969900

whole group.
Two groups compete to find a way to get the whole

T
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L
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Agencies.

have in place (e.g. age limits, health and safety,
safeguarding) and agree the order of priority. Then
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S
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The project overview

Inclusion TV is a training course for professionals
in education, youth or community work who want to
understand inclusion, share experience and develop
new partnerships. The aim is to promote practical
approaches to inclusion within organisations and
projects. The training is based around empowerment
of young people, especially those facing any form of
physical, social, educational or cultural exclusion.
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Project Sample: Inclusion TV
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The project overview

It is also a creative example of inter-generational
dialogue and learning.

Project Sample: Inclusion TV

Objectives

Objectives for professionals:
• Increase understanding of inclusion in general
• Provide real life experience of inclusion in practice

Throughout the course, participants work in the

• Demonstrate that inclusive practice adds value

context of a live TV studio, where their discussions

to all projects and should not be thought of as an

and activities turn into broadcast programmes. This

optional extra

is a creative and motivating way of sharing and

• Overcome fear of working directly with “difficult”

recording ideas as they develop.

target groups

But Inclusion TV is more than a training course. The TV

Objectives for young people:

studio is run by young people with fewer opportunities

• Learn new skills and behaviours

(in particular, learning difficulties, mental health

• Increase self-esteem and confidence

problems or educational under-achievement resulting

• Experience a professional working environment

in long term unemployment). Course participants

Professional participants are youth, community and

interact with them, putting theory into practice and
making inclusion a reality right there and then.

Target groups/
Beneficiaries
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social workers of any age. The course normally
involves between 20 and 30 participants. A version
of the course for employers is in preparation.

This approach provides an exceptional personal and
skills development opportunity for the young people;

Up to 20 young people can be involved. Their age

it takes the professionals out of their comfort zones

depends on their needs and background. Normally

in an inspiring and safe environment; and it gives

the age range is between 16 and 23 but in the case

everyone an experience to remember.

of special needs this may be increased up to 30 years
old.

Additional film, photography and social media activity,
also led by young people, results in tangible outputs
with a lasting promotional and educational value for
organisations and other stakeholders.

This is a non-formal training programme with a variety
Methodologies

of experiential activities for professionals and young
people. It takes the form of a TV channel listing,
with different broadcasts going live during the event,
underpinned by workshop discussions.
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Project Sample: Inclusion TV
T
O
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L
S

Success factors

1. An experienced, innovative and flexible team of
trainers, with knowledge of inclusion, youth work and
media technology.
2. Reliable partner organisations (schools, youth
groups etc) who will select, motivate and support

Project Sample: Inclusion TV

8.4.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

TV Studio Set-up and
operation + Film Team

young people to take part.
3. Advance planning and marketing to attract

Type

professional participants.
4. Access to suitable equipment.
5. Flexible approach during the activities, e.g. to

Duration

Experiential learning activity for young people and
Film production
7 hours training & set-up followed by ongoing activity
over 3 days
for the film production

about their ability to focus for long periods.

Challenges

T
O
O
L
S

2 days training plus 3 days filming and post-production

allow young people “time out” – realistic expectations
6. An atmosphere which is both professional and fun.

A
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Space

Access to funding

Indoor workspace
Various indoor and outdoor locations; quiet room for
editing for film production

Group Size
Objectives

< 12 ( as 4-6 people)
1. To develop learning and skills:
• Technical skills (camera, sound, vision mix direction,
floor management)
• Team working and communication skills
• General professionalism
• Self-awareness and self-confidence.
2. To create the stage for professional challenges and
discussions during the course.
3. To collect unedited footage from the studio based
activities.
FILM PRODUCTION:
1. To produce a 1-2 minute film about inclusion, for
promotional and/or training use.
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Project Sample: Inclusion TV
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Objectives

2. To develop learning and skills:
• Technical and creative skills (use of camera,

Project Sample: Inclusion TV

Instructions step by step

FILM PRODUCTION
Young people are trained in film making techniques.

lighting and sound equipment; basic editing)

They use professional high end film making equipment,

• Team working and communication skills

sound and lights and normally would involved 4-8

• General professionalism

participants
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• Self-awareness and self-confidence
Materials

Instructions step by step

Vision mixing desk with up to 8 cameras; sound desk;

This is a self-contained team normally working with

lighting; large screen; stage set;

a dedicated film maker. They are not involved with

editing equipment.

the other activities – they have a big challenge to

Young people are trained to set up and use a fully

plan, film, edit and then showcase to powerful film

functional 8 camera mobile TV studio, which becomes

they make to the other participants at the end of the

the setting for course activities. This is using high end

project.

professional broadcast equipment worth thousands of
pounds.
There are different elements to the setup these
include:
• Cameras and talk back system – 1-2 people per
camera
• Sound and lighting – 1-3 people
• Floor management – stage and set design – 2-3
people
• Health and safety – 1-2 people
• Vision mix and overall direction – 2-3 people
• The runner – assisting all the other teams – 1-2
people
• Overall production – making the magic happen –
1-2 people.
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Build your campaign –
raise your voice

A

ccording to a UNICEF definition “Advocacy is about doing something to support,
recommend, or implement actions linked to an idea or cause you care about.
Advocacy is also about making voices heard, as often the ideas or practices we

want to change affect the most vulnerable people in society”. Advocacy actions activate
and engage people in the work for change, promoting active participation of young people
in decision making processes.
The 3 case studies below are good examples on how to stimulate active citizenship among
young people and create an atmosphere of open-dialogue and cooperation between
youngsters and local communities.
• School of Democracy (PL)
• Global Youth Advocacy (IT)
• Using new technologies for civic education (uCivic) (ES)

B
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9.1 PROJECT SAMPLE
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School of Democracy
Place of implementation
Leading organisation
& partners

Warsaw, Masovian, Poland
The Center for Citizenship Education (leading)
The Icelandic Upper Secondary Student Union
Democratic Education Centre, Czech Republic

Timeframe
Website
Financing
The project overview

February 2015 – April 2016
https://szkolademokracji2019.ceo.org.pl/
https://samorzad.ceo.org.pl/
Citizens for Democracy programme
Student

Councils

are

often

the

first

practical

experience of civic activity for young people. The
ICCS research from 2009 showed that students who
had participated in making decisions about their
own school were more involved in civic activity in
their adult lives. According to the Coalition for
Student Councils this proved that student councils at
Polish schools had functioned in a way which could
not give youngsters the opportunities to make them
more active. Young people did not want to actively
participate in the work of the student council at
their school because they saw this only as a place
for management and had forgotten it was supposed
to be for everyone. The main aim of this project was
helping youngsters to get involved in development
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of student councils in secondary and post-secondary
schools.
Objectives

Project Sample: School of Democracy

Challenges

Sometimes students did not believe in the power of
their own voices. They were convinced they were not

- Shaping a civic attitude in students

able to take initiatives in their schools. Changing

- Making school a friendly place for students’ activity

their opinions and making them more confident was

- Educating students about co-decision process

definitely one of the biggest challenges.
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- Teaching students how to care about their closest
environment
The target group of the project was young people aged
Target groups/
Beneficiaries

13 - 19 who felt excluded from their school societies
because of the lack of activities. 100 schools across
different areas of Poland benefited from the project.
To lead to a successful outcome and to promote
good practice, the main activities were workshops

Methodologies

and trainings. The Icelandic partner organised an
experts’ meeting in Reykjavik in order to increase
the effectiveness of the project results. The Czech
partner organised a visit by Polish teachers to Czech
schools, in order to share professional experience.
As a result of the project activities, 100 schools

A picture of the activity

in Poland became more friendly for their students.
Success factors

Moreover the students understood they could be
responsible for active school life and making their
own decisions. The visits to Iceland and the Czech
Republic gave them a greater belief in their ability to
make changes in their educational institutions.
Other success factors have been:
- Cooperation between students and teachers
- Willingness to make a change among participants
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Project Sample: School of Democracy

9.1.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Discussions about motivation
Type

Debate

Duration

3 hours

Space
Group Size
Objectives

Indoor workspace

Project Sample: Global Youth Advocacy

9.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

Global Youth Advocacy
Place of implementation

Leading organisation
& partners

30 people

Instructions step by step

responsible for preparing the new motivation system.
Students and teachers worked together with the aim
of improving school life. They began by collecting
ideas about what motivates students to study. After
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- Do Great Things (Romania)

(Dominican Republic)

- Actively involving students in school life

The activity started with creating a group of people

Associazione di promozione sociale Joint (leading)

- Movimiento de mujeres Dominico-Hai tianas

- Sharing decisions about important school topics

Post-it, pens

Ecuador
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- Ye too ponese (Spain)

- BogotArt (Colombia)

- Making school rules more friendly to students
Materials

Italy, Spain, Romania, Dominican Republic, Colombia,

B
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- TECHO (Ecuador)
Timeframe
Website
Financing
The project overview

December 2017 – November 2019
https://www.globalyouthadvocacy.net/about/
https://youthnetworks.net/
Erasmus+ programme – KA2 –capacity building in the
field of youth
Global Youth Advocacy (GYA) was a KA2-capacity

analysing the replies, they organised discussions with

building project in the field of youth funded by the

larger groups of students. The opinions raised during

Erasmus+ plus programme, which took place from

these discussions helped to make the school more

December 2017 to November 2019. GYA responds to

student-friendly. A number of amendments were made

the need of youth organisations for training themselves

to the school charter, such as allowing exemption

in the field of political action to support groups of

from short tests and oral answers for students with a

young people in launching their own campaigns on

grade of 50A or more; lowering the grade average for

issues which concern them. Groups of youngsters were

awards for students; and celebrating a wider range of

trained how to do this through non-formal education

achievements (not only scientific ones) on a special

methodologies: the process started with an analysis

board.

of the reality of the group and with the choice of a
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Project Sample: Global Youth Advocacy

The project overview

topic that mattered to them and they wanted to
transform. It continued with a deeper analysis of

Project Sample: Global Youth Advocacy

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

in Latin America, and young people from marginalised

related stakeholders. Afterwards, three other steps

groups with social and economic disadvantages in the

followed: the construction of a collective solution for

European countries involved. The participants took

the topic, the design of a campaign of political action

part in youth exchanges in order to build their own

based on the previous analysis, and the development

campaign. Prior to the youth exchange, the leaders

of criteria to evaluate the campaign. In addition, the

also took part in training courses on advocacy,

organizations involved in this project were able to

campaigning, and video-making.

knowledge and motivation) and establish themselves

Methodologies

as active stakeholders in public policy.
- The creation of various political action campaigns

Video-making
• Increased competences of staff in the field of

Success factors

advocacy/campaigning and non-formal education,
resulting from the activities and the visits to good

- Work to increase personal empowerment (identify

practice projects;
• Increased competences of staff members and

cohesion of the group;

leaders in online communication, social media and

- Analyse the topics that the group is worried about

video-making;

and agree on a problem for further analysis;

• Reinforced partnerships within the consortium and

- Analyse the causes and effects of the issue and also

at local level with youth councils, youth platforms

the people and institutions that are relevant to the

and local authorities;

selected problem;

• Increased knowledge of young people on advocacy/

- Help the group to build a campaign to deliver the

campaigning through non-formal education and

expected positive impact in the medium and long

international mobility;

term.
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Non-Formal education (indoor & outdoor activities)

on topics that concern and worry the participants;
and share personal strengths) and to enhance the
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aged 18+ from groups suffering from discrimination

the chosen subject: its causes, consequences and

improve their own capacities (in terms of networks,

Objectives

Youth Leaders and Young Participants: young people
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• Giving young participants the opportunity to

Youth Leaders and Young Participants: young people

express and fight against the discrimination they

aged 18+ from groups suffering from discrimination

had suffered, transforming anger and frustration

in Latin America, and young people from marginalised

into active participation;
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Success factors

- Strong, change-making impact in local communities
built through campaigning, local workshops and local
events.

Challenges

- Give visibility to the online materials produced
(website, toolkit of best practices, video-tutorials)
- Difficulty to involve and give a voice to young
people from discriminated backgrounds
- Lack of political engagement in young people

Project Sample: Global Youth Advocacy

9.2.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

The Pyramid

Type
Duration
Space

Workshop (part 1) on Analysis of the issue

Indoor and Outdoor
Minimum 4 and maximum 8 young people per group

Objectives

Explore a social problem in detail

Instructions step by step
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2 hours

Group Size

Materials

B
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D

Coloured papers, cardboard boxes of different sizes,
post-its and wooden sticks, flags.
PREPARATION
- Assemble the cardboard boxes and the flags with
the wooden sticks.
ACTIVITY
1. Presenting the problem: the group writes in a box
the problem they want to solve using data, examples

A picture of the activity

and concrete situations that they would like to tackle;
2. Finding the causes: Each participant writes 2
potential reasons that generate the problem on two
different post-its. They share these with the group
and try to put together related topics into categories,
beginning with the ones that refer to the roots of
the problem and moving on until the ones that are
most superficial. By the end of the activity the group
should have chosen 5 or 6 different causes for their
A picture of the activity
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problem.
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Project Sample: Global Youth Advocacy

3. Building up the pyramid: Each team must have 5
Instructions step by step

or 6 boxes of different sizes. With these, the group
must build a structure similar to a pyramid that corresponds to the level of importance of the causes of
the problem. On each box they write one of the causes;
they then stack them up in order of importance, using
the previous classification.
4. Defining the consequences: When the pyramid
is ready, the facilitators give to the group 4 flags.

Project Sample: Using the Technologies for civic education

9.3 PROJECT SAMPLE

Using Technologies
for civic education
Place of implementation

Leading organisation
& partners

(Paraguay) and Montevideo (Uruguay).
H.R.Y.O HUMAN RIGHTS YOUTH ORGANIZATION Italy (leading)
CEPAG CENTRO DE ESTUDIOS PARAGUAYOSANTONIO

consequences of the problem at a social level, and

GUASCH (Paraguay)

write one of these on each flag. Finally, the flags are

ASOCIACION CIVIL GURISES UNIDOS (Uruguay)

set on the top of the problem boxes and the pyramid

BIDERBOST BOSCAN & ROCHIN (Spain)
Timeframe
Website
Financing
The project overview
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Salamanca (Spain), Palermo (Italy), Misiones

Collectively, they decide the 4 most important

is analysed by the group.
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July 2017 – June 2019
https://ucivic.eu
Erasmus+ Programme
uCivic generated an exchange of best practices on
which strategies really work and are attractive for
the civic-political empowerment of young people.
With the results, the partners designed a free virtual
ToolKit on how to develop civic competences and raise
awareness on political issues among new generations
of Latin-American and Europeans.

Objectives

This project had two objectives: (1) Generate an
exchange of good practices on which strategies
really work and are attractive for the civic-political
empowerment of new generations (from unfavourable
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Project Sample: Using the Technologies for civic education

Objectives

economic environments). (2) Develop a free virtual
ToolKit for civic-political empowerment of new
generations (belonging to unfavourable economic
environments). The project developed reality analysis,
focus groups, training courses, testing activities,
transnational meetings and multiplier events.

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

Educational Institutions.
Local Authorities.
The main methodologies used were: exchange of
best practices, transnational meetings, non-formal

Type
Duration
Space
Group Size

Objectives

Political Participation

8-20 young people
- Improve political participation among young people.
- Increase the knowledge of young people regarding
the problems of their community/locality.
their proposal, Pens, Markers

The uCivic ToolKit supported organisations and youth
workers to organise activities focused on increasing

Instructions step by step
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Indoors (classroom with furniture that can be moved)

learning, role-playing, co-creation workshops and
Materials

B
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2 sessions (8 hours in total)

White paper for notes, Flip-chart sheets to present

the civic competencies of young people with fewer

104

Participatory budgets

education, active participation, experience based
YouthPass.
Success factors

9.3.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Young people with fewer opportunities.
Youth Associations.

Methodologies

Project Sample: Using the Technologies for civic education

1. Depending on the number of participants, create
two or more heterogeneous groups (four per group)
2. Each group receives an “official communication
from their municipality”. The letter certifies that the

opportunities. It included theoretical and practical

young people will receive 15.000 USD/EUR which

contents to enable the development of five specific

they can use to improve their local community.

civic competences for youth: political knowledge,

3. Each group discusses what would they improve in

political attention, political participation, political

their municipality if they had that budget available.

efficacy and political tolerance.

It is important to guide young people to choose a

The activities of the uCivic ToolKit are not a recipe

topic relevant to their actual needs and problems.

for a perfect fix. This means that youth workers have

Thematic Questions: Would your activity be focused

the freedom to adapt the activities according to their

on generating work, education or health? Would you

own context, the young people with whom they work

do something with the streets or public transport?

and the civic competence they want to develop.

Would you hold a concert in favour of youth?
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Project Sample: Using the Technologies for civic education

Instructions step by step

Process Questions: How would you use the budget?
Would you use it in a single action or in several? How

Project Sample: Using the Technologies for civic education

Instructions step by step

of discussion and dialogue with your group and with
the other groups? If you had a real budget at your

much budget would you need?

disposal, would you submit a proposal and vote?

4. Once the proposals are ready, each group presents

Experience Questions: What did you learn? What did

their proposal in front of all the participants. Each

you like? What can be improved? A final comment

group must explain their idea, resources needed, why

that you want to share.
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this proposal is important for them and how much
budget will cost.
5. The facilitator gives a summary of all the draft
proposals presented and the whole budget that they
represent. After that, all the groups are told that
they will have to discuss among themselves and see if
they are able to include all the proposals within the
budget that they have been given.
6. The facilitator gives a summary of all the final
decisions made by the groups (final proposals and
budgets). All the participants then vote to decide
what action or actions will be carried out with their

A picture of the activity

budget. This decision is final.
7. Once they have counted the votes and the winning
proposal has been chosen, the youngsters will return
to a single group and hold a feedback session about the
activity. Thematic Questions: How was the experience
of having a budget at your disposal? Do you think that
the chosen proposals were the ones that would most
help the young people in your city/locality? Process
Questions: How was the process
A picture of the activity
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Project Sample: Europe through young eyes

CHAPTER 10

Tools for Dissemination

10.1 PROJECT SAMPLE

Europe through young eyes
Place of implementation

H

Leading organisation
& partners

Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship
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- Stowarzyszenie Edukacja przez Internet (leading)
-

Stowarzyszenie

“AKTYWNOŚĆ

WSPÓŁPRACA

ow can young people tell their story? How can they spread what they have done?

ROZWÓJ”

The key for an effective dissemination is to match the means to the message and

- Grupa VIP “Very International People”

needs of the audience. There are lots of ways to deliver information, from videos

- Wyższa Szkoła Ekonomii i Prawa im. Edwarda

to photo exhibitions, and the key factor is to adopt the method that will work the best to

Lipińskiego w Kielcach, Uczelniana Rada Studencka

spread the results achieved and tell the story you want to hear.

przy Wyższej Szkole Ekonomii i Prawa im. Edwarda
Lipińskiego w Kielcach

These 2 case studies well present effective and innovative tools to widely disseminate

- Muzeum Historii Kielc

young people’s voices and needs through their eyes.

- Schools from Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship
Timeframe

- Europe Through Young Eyes (PL)
- Film Without Fear - Redway Special Needs School (UK)

Website

15-21 May 2011
http://www.mlodziez.org.pl/dofinansowalismy/
europejski-tydzien-mlodziezy-w-naszych-rekachprzyszlosc-lezy.html

Financing
The project overview

Youth in Action
The project ‘Europe Through Young Eyes’ was realised
within Youth in Action program. The idea of the project
was to present various activities of young people
during European projects in the form of an exhibition
in the centre of Kielce. Formal and informal youth
groups, non-governmental organisations, schools and
other institutions were asked to present projects
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Project Sample: Europe through young eyes

The project overview

Objectives

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

which they had implemented at local, national or
international level. This action was part of a discussion

organisation and its activities. Moreover, many people
Methodologies

passing by the posters could find it as the inspiration

of young people with the representatives of local and

for their activities.

regional authorities on youth policies in our region.

The debate organised with the participation of young

- The exhibition presenting European projects of

people, youth leaders and authorities’ representatives,

young people

was partially the reflection on the European projects

- The debate on youth policy in Świętokrzyskie

that had been finished and it also was the forum

Voivodeship

to formulate the opinions and expectations of young

Young people and their teachers, mentors, educators,

people and their future in our region.

leaders and other people involved in working with

The project was a good example for many young

young people.

Success factors

benefits of participation in European projects. Other

Pawła II w Sobkowie, there were about 100 students

institutions, schools, etc. could be interested in

participating in exchange programmes at that time,

applying with different projects and it also helped

and about 20 took part in the debate afterwards.

to connect people within the region who had project

The students from schools located in rural areas

experience, or they wanted to start one. Moreover, it

were counted as young people from places with fewer

also showed that people, the youths from rural areas

opportunities, compared to the schools in towns and

have the same opportunities and possibilities as their

cities. We tried to prove at that time that location

peers from the towns / cities.

international projects.

Challenges

T
O
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L
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O
R
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S
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people and people working with them about the

From the school Gimnazjum Publiczne im. Jana

was not the defining element for participation in

Methodologies

Project Sample: Europe through young eyes

- Some organisations were not interested in promoting
their activities.

Asking people from Świętokrzyskie Voivodeship to

- Not easy to find right people as experts who can

prepare materials on European projects in the form

(voluntarily) devote their free time to share knowledge

of the gallery was also a chance to reflect on the

and experience.

experience they had and how that could be shared
with others. The gallery located in the centre of
Kielce was an interesting form of promotion of the
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Project Sample: Europe through young eyes

10.1.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

The exhibition Europe Through Young Eyes
Type
Duration
Space
Group Size

Objectives

Photo exhibition
A week
Outdoor

Project Sample: Film Without Fear

10.2 PROJECT SAMPLE

T
O
O
L
S

Redway Special Needs School

F
O
R

Film Without Fear

Place of implementation
Leading organisation
& partners

Timeframe

- Promoting European projects of various organisations
- Informing people about possibilities of European

Website

projects
Financing

in interesting projects
Materials

Project photos, Graphic program, Printed posters

The project overview

(waterproof), Framework to display the posters in the

institutions, organisations, foundations, schools and
others in Świętokrzyskie region. The ones interested
in participating sent project photos with short
descriptions. These were redesigned through graphic
programs, and special posters were prepared and
then displayed in the centre of Kielce for a week.
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The training took place over a two-day period at the
school with the teachers.
Example of one two the films:
https://vimeo.com/128228204/e3a7466715
The project was paid for completely out of school
reserve funds.
Film without fear was teaching teachers from a special
educational needs school in Milton Keynes, UK how
films with their students.

Information about the possibility of preparing the
gallery of European projects was sent to numerous

(leading)

to use smart phones/tablets for making quality short

town centre.
Instructions step by step

- Redway Special Needs School, Milton Keynes, UK

www.momentumworld.org

- showing other organisations that it is not only
institutions from the main centres that can participate

various stages when making the films.

- Momentum World

Organisations preparing the posters and people
passing the exhibition.

The training involved 5 staff and 25 students at

D
I
S
S
E
M
I
N
A
T
I
O
N

Objectives

The following objectives were agreed as part of the
training:
• To undertake a skills and equipment audit and
explore staff’s previous film making skills and fears
around film making at the school.
• To train the teachers on the 10 rules of camera
work and have some hands-on experience of making a
film through a fun task.
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Project Sample: Film Without Fear

Objectives

• To explore 10x10 film making and introduce how to
storyboard an idea from scratch.

Success factors

their class. Much of the success was giving the teachers
hands on experience with support on how to use the

• A chance to put 10x10 and the 10 camera rules

equipment. We created a safe working environment

into practice through a film challenge.

where no question is a stupid question.

• Learning how to edit filming material using simple
editing programmes.

Target groups/
Beneficiaries

Project Sample: Film Without Fear

Challenges

The teachers still wanted more time to practice after

T
O
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the training and this frustrated some of the teachers.

• Create strategic plan for making more films at the

So, one of the more confident staff members worked

school in the future.

with Momentum World to become a on-site support to

The training programme was aimed primarily at

all the other teachers.

teaching the staff and giving them the confidence to
make more films with the students afterwards. The
main beneficiaries were the school as this means they
would no longer have to bring 3rd parties into the
school to do this work. Parents also wanted to see
more multimedia activities to show what their children
do at the school. The Senior Leadership Team at the
school could also show inspectors how the school was
investing in staff development and using innovative
tools and technology in the school.

Methodologies

This was a non-formal learning experience for teachers
who are more used to formal settings. Training inputs
(presentations) were followed by practical creative
exercises and culminated in producing two films about
the school.

Success factors

A big reason this project was so successful was the
teachers could be taken off the teaching curriculum
for two days, so they had the luxury of a quality
training programme without needing to worry about
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Project Sample: Film Without Fear

CHAPTER 11

10.2.1 ACTIVITY SAMPLE

Film without fear
Type
Duration
Space

List of projects with links
and contacts

Teacher training

Objectives
Materials

Instructions step by step

P
R
O
J
E
C
O
T
F S

2 days
A classroom for the trainer-led sessions and editing
Multiple areas of the school (indoor and outdoor) for
filming

Group Size

L
I
S
T

5-10 adult participants; up to 25 pupils depending on
level of special needs support required

PROJECT TITLE

LINK

CONTACTS

EU Youth Dialogue (PL)

https://prom.info.pl/

kontakt@prom.info.pl

Youth For Europe (IT)

https://youthforeurope.eu/ youthforeurope@youthfo-

[See above]
Smartphones or simple handheld video cameras

reurope.eu

Entry-level editing software (e.g. iMovie)
1. Select a group of teachers to participate in the

Comedy (IT)

training course, and agree timetable.
2. Day 1 – introduction to the equipment; keeping it
simple; examples of short films; 10 rules of effective
camera work; how to create a storyboard using the
10x10 technique

Freedom Equality Solidarity

https://prowincjarownosci. prowincjarownosci@gmail.

(PL)

pl/

European Migration Policies

https://europeanmigration- bbyr@bbyr.com

about using media with young people, and how to
support children with special needs in this process.
5. Follow-up – teachers work with a group of their

com

policies.eu/
Active in the Network (PL)

4. Day 2 – review the films; discuss what could have
been better; basic editing and production skills; learn

info@peco.genova.it

tion.eu/tools/

3. Homework challenge – the group makes a simple
film with each other, using the skills they have learned

http://communitymedia-

http://www.siecmpd.spdn.

-

pl/
Hope Stop/Hope Spot – The Anagram of hope (IT)
Time for others (RO)

-

pgri24000t@istruzione.it
info@momentumworld.org
info@momentumworld.org

students to make their own film about their school,
and post this on their school website.
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PROJECT TITLE
Children in Need (Ukraine)

LINK
-

CONTACTS
info@momentumworld.org

PROJECT TITLE
Inclusion TV (UK)

LINK
http://www.solidarityuk.

CONTACTS
info@momentumworld.org

org/
Global Problems of the Wor- ld (Armenia)

info@momentumworld.org

The virtual campfire (UK)

www.momentumworld.org

info@momentumworld.org

Building Political Efficacy

https://buildingpoliticalef-

bbyr@bbyr.com

through Digital Media

ficacy.eu

Literacy (ES)
eParticipation (ES)

School of Democracy (PL)

https://e-participation.eu

https://vimeo.com/chan-

talent show highlighting

nels/sfactor

FROM A TO B (UK)
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mokracji2019.ceo.org.pl/

org.pl

https://samorzad.ceo.org.
pl/
Global Youth Advocacy (IT)

https://www.globalyoutha-

bbyr@bbyr.com

info@momentumworld.org

info@associazionejoint.org

dvocacy.net
bbyr@bbyr.com

education (uCivic)
Europe Through Young Eyes

http://www.mlodziez.

kontakt@centrumwolonta-

(PL)

org.pl/dofinansowalismy/

riatu.eu

europejski-tydzien-mlod-

inclusive practice (UK)

SENCITY: THE JOURNEY

szkola.demokracji@ceo.

Using technologies for civic https://ucivic.eu

S-Factor – A special needs

Acting 4 democracy (IT)

https://szkolade-

ziezy-w-naszych-rekach-prwww.momentumworld.org

zyszlosc-lezy.html

info@associazionejoint.org
info@momentumworld.org

Film Without Fear - Redway

https://vimeo.

Special Needs School (UK)

com/128228204/

info@momentumworld.org

e3a7466715
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